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THE 20 LUXURY BRANDS MILLENNIALS & GEN Z MOST WANT TO OWN 
 
WE ASKED 1000 13-34-YEAR-OLDS TO TELL US THE LUXURY BRAND THEY WANT TO OWN 
MOST, AND RANKED THEIR TOP DESIRED PRODUCTS AND LABELS… 
 
Young consumers today have a shifting definition of luxury, and luxury brands are facing an 
uphill battle with these young consumers, who don’t automatically think a high-end heritage 
brand is cool because it has a high price tag, and often value travel and experiences over 
costly jewelry, shoes, and bags. Conspicuous consumption is also less appealing to the young 
people who came of age during the Great Recession: according to a recent Ypulse monthly 
survey, 81% of 13-34-year-olds agree “Showing off expensive things you have bought on social 
media is not cool.” We’ve also found that Millennials and teens are more drawn to the words 
"High Quality" and "Durable" when purchasing items and are not as impressed when items are 
described as "Exclusive" or "Luxury." 
 
But last year, more luxury brands began to make changes to products and marketing to focus 
in on Millennials and Gen Z. Some are turning to new influencers to form relationships with 
Millennials and Gen Z before they become the core luxury demographic, while others are 
embracing accessibility or technology to appeal. And while young consumers might not value 
luxury brands in the same way previous generations did, they’re not necessarily averse to 
them: only 30% of 13-34-year-olds say their parents care more about owning luxury brands and 
products than they do, and 46% say they will feel successful in life when they are able to afford 
luxury brands and products. To see which luxury brands they actually want, we asked 1000 13-
34-year-olds, “What is the luxury brand you most want to own?”* Here are the 20 that were 
mentioned the most: 
 
*These were open-end response questions to allow us to capture the full range of 13-34-year-
olds’ most-desired luxury brands. As with any qualitative question, the responses include those 
that are top of mind and those that are most wanted. The lists are ordered according to 
number of responses received, and alphabetically when ties occurred.  
 
What Is the Luxury Brand They Most Want to Own? 
13-34-year-olds 

1 Apple 
2 BMW 
3 Tesla 
4 Audi 
5 Mercedes 
6 Michael Kors 
7 Louis Vuitton 
8 Lexus 
9 Gucci 
10 Rolex 
11 Chanel 
12 Coach 
13 Ferrari 
14 Kate Spade 
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15 Porsche 
16 Nike 
17 Samsung 
18 Prada 
19 Christian Louboutin 
20 Cadillac  

 
As with so many things, Apple ranks at the top of the list of luxury brands that they would want 
to own most. “Quality,” “love,” “best,” “technology,” and “design” were all words frequently 
used in the reasons they picked Apple. One 18-year-old female told us, “They make great 
beautiful products,” and a 24-year-old male said of the brand, “high quality technology, 
premium aesthetic, and simple design.” It’s no surprise this top-tech brand ranks above all on 
the list—of the 55% of 13-34-year-olds who have purchased a luxury product, 23% say it was a 
tech item, more than any other category. 
 
Interestingly considering Millennials’ reputation for “not caring” about cars, auto brands round 
out the overall top five list, and make up almost half of the list overall—which also might 
indicate that this is the category that young consumers associate the word “luxury” with. But 
not all young consumers are lusting after the same cars:  
 

 
 
Tesla ranks higher on young males’ list, and Audi makes their top five, while not making the top 
ranking for females. Michael Kors and Louis Vuitton are the two highest ranked fashion brands 
among young females. Gen Z are slightly less likely than Millennials to name a luxury vehicle 
brand as the next they want to own, with only two car brands (BMW and Mercedes) making 
their top five, while three car brands (Tesla, BMW, and Audi) made the top three for 18-34-
year-olds. 
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